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Cabinet Extension

This kit contains the components to add a cabinet extension to the SelfServ XK7 (8820)
 Slim Pedestal Kiosk.

Kit Contents



2 Cabinet Extension

Installation Procedure
Before installing the cabinet extension, the UPS, Printer Power Brick, and AC Power
Strip must first be removed from the kiosk.

Caution: Turn off the power and disconnect the power cable of the unit.

Caution: Static Electricity Discharge may permanently damage your system. Discharge
any static electricity build up in your body by touching the kiosk chassis for a few
seconds. Avoid any contact with internal parts and handle cards only by their external
edges.

Removing the Pedestal Components
Open the Pedestal Door (keylock) to gain access to the internal pedestal components.
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Removing the UPS
1. Disconnect all the device AC Power Cords from the UPS.

2. Disconnect the UPS Cable from the UPS.

3. Disconnect the Cable Clamps holding the UPS AC Power Cord to the Chassis.

4. Remove the Nylon Strap that secures the UPS.
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Removing the Printer Power Brick
1. Disconnect the DC Cable from the Power Supply DC Extension Cable.

2. Remove the DC Cable from the cable clamps on the Pedestal Door.

3. Disconnect the AC Cord from the Printer Power Brick.

4. Cut the cable ties securing the Printer Power Brick.
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Removing the AC Power Strip
1. Disconnect all the AC Cords from the AC Power Strip.

2. Remove the AC Power Strip (2 nuts).
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Installing the Cabinet Extension
The procedure for installing the Cabinet Extension will depend whether the SelfServ
XK7 (8820) Slim Pedestal Kiosk is mounted on a base plate or on the floor.

With Base Plate
1. Remove the (6) hex bolts that hold the cabinet to the base plate. Move the cabinet in

a safe place in an upright position.
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2. Mount the cabinet extension to the base plate (6 hex bolts). Ensure that the
uncovered side of the cabinet extension faces the back.

3. Screw the extension cover on the cabinet extension (2 screws).
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4. Install the cabinet on top of the cabinet extension (6 hex bolts).

5. Reinstall the AC Power Strip, Printer Power Brick, and UPS.
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Without Base Plate (Floor Mounted)
1. Remove the (4) hex nuts and (4) washers that hold the cabinet to the anchor bolts on

the floor. Move the cabinet in a safe place in an upright position.
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2. Mount the cabinet extension to the anchor bolts (4 hex nuts and 4 washers). Ensure
that the uncovered side of the cabinet extension faces the back.

3. Screw the extension cover on the cabinet extension (2 screws).
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4. Install the cabinet on top of the cabinet extension (6 hex bolts).

5. Reinstall the AC Power Strip, Printer Power Brick, and UPS.
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